YOUR LIGHTING PARTNER

Providing LED solutions with ultimate control, high performance and uniformity.
Solais Lighting Group

is composed of Solais and EnergyLite, interior and exterior lighting brands, respectively. We are a market-driven company whose products are the leaders within their categories.

Each product line provides a variety of options to achieve the desired result: beam spreads, color temperatures, lumen packages and finish colors standard. All of our products are top of the line and outperform competitors in size-to-output ratio in wattage, lumen output and center-beam candlepower.

Modularity

Our all-in-one technology incorporates the optics, LEDs, electronics and power supply within a compact and easily interchangeable module. Change the lumen output, color temperature, beam spread and color enhancement of your fixtures with ease.

Color Enhancement

• VioLight®: By enabling more of the visible spectrum of light in our multi-optic products, VioLight radiates superior color quality, enhancing colors in merchandise, making them more vibrant.
• MonoWhite: Our exclusive color-enhancing technology for single-optic products intensifies contrast, brightens whites and makes colors pop by bridging the cyan color gap with higher-gamut color rendering.

Therottle™

Automatically dims the fixture to a safe operating temperature, to protect your technology investment.

Luxiance®

Our patented method of utilizing active cooling to remove heat from the LED system.

Contact us to discuss our international, retrofit and remodel product offerings!
**Track + Accent Lighting**

**Xd Trackheads**
- 2.5", 3" and 3.75" diameters
- 500 to 3500 delivered lumens
- 8°, 15°, 25° and 40° optics
- Integrated driver
- Track, canopy or articulating arm mount
- Now offering dim to warm!

**Wall Wash Fixtures**
- 12" and 24" lengths
- 1000 to 3000 delivered lumens
- Track or canopy mount
- Single- or dual-point mounting
- 120°x80° asymmetric distribution

**T-Line Fixtures**
- 24" and 48" lengths
- 1650 to 3700 delivered lumens
- Built-in power supply
- Designed to use in J-type track
- Single or double asymmetric; narrow or wide flood distribution option

---

**Modular Product Line**

**Field-replaceable modules**
**500 to 3500 delivered lumens**
**8°, 15°, 25° and 40° optics**
**Integrated driver**
**No tools needed**
**Now offering dim to warm!**

**Recessed Multiples**
- 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-head linear and 4-head square configurations
- Semi- or fully recessed option
- 2- or 3-position pull-down option

**Downlights**
- 3", 4" and 6" round and square apertures
- Fixed downlight and internally adjustable
- Outdoor/wet-rated option NOW AVAILABLE!

**Cylinders**
- 3", 5" and 7" diameters
- Surface, wall, stem or cable mounting option

---

**Track Systems**

**J-Type Track**
- 120 V
- Single circuit | single neutral

**G-Type Track**
- 120 V | 277 V
- Two-circuit | two neutral
**Cove System**

**Knife-Edge Extrusion**
- 5" edgeless, single-channel extrusion for one side of architectural cove

**J-Type Track**
- 120 V
- Single circuit | single neutral

**Xd Articulating Arm Trackheads**
- 2.5" and 3" diameters
- 500 to 2400 delivered lumens
- 8°, 15°, 25° and 40° optics
- 355° rotation; 0°-90° head tilt; 2-point articulating arm
- Now offering dim to warm!

---

**Linear + General Lighting**

**Linears**
- Bi-pin and surface-mount T5
- Bi-pin T8
- Retail Case retrofit
- Cooler and Freezer Door Reach-In retrofit
- 8", 12", 18", 2", 3", 4", 5" and 6" nominal lengths

**LumiTray™ Flat Panels**
- 1 x 4, 2 x 4 or 2 x 2
- 3800 to 5000 delivered lumens
- For recessed use in drop ceilings
- Flush-ceiling and wall mounting kits available

**Lamps**
- PAR16, PAR20, PAR30, PAR38, BR20, BR30, BR40 and specialty options
- 400 to 2400 delivered lumens
- 4°, 15°, 25° and 40° optics

---

**ENERGYLITE Exterior Products**

**GridLite: Site Lighting Fixture**
- Type II Medium, Type III Medium, Type IV Short or Type V Square Distributions
- Site arm, extended site arm, horizontal tenon, wall mount, or knuckle mounting option
- 9,000 to 56,000 delivered lumens

**BroadLite: Flood Lighting Fixture**
- Type II Medium, Type III Medium, NEMA 3 x 3 or NEMA 6 x 6 distributions
- Knuckle or trunnion mounting options
- 10,000 to 56,000 delivered lumens
Solais Lighting Group (SLG) is a fast-growing, technologically relevant, market-driven manufacturer. We push the innovation envelope to create LED products that replace traditional lighting technologies, with zero compromise to aesthetics and performance. SLG’s products provide quality lighting for its retail, hospitality, supermarket, museum, commercial and utility clients which include the world’s leading brands.

For additional information on Solais Lighting Group’s brands — Solais and EnergyLite, visit us at:

- www.solais.com
- 8655 Corporate Drive, Suite 100, Frisco, TX 75033
- 469.294.1516